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Hares: Who The Fuck Is Alice & Kiss My Ring 
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The GM called the Hares in, on this Boxing Day and final Run of 2015.  Father Christmas turned up 
to give us Run instructions in French. I have a strange feeling it was really WTFIA! Anyway, whoever 
the fuck he was, he told us we were to run on blue paper all the way around Manik Dam!

RETURNERS in...Ten, always shit loads back for Christmas....Merry Christmas!

VIRGINS in...Eleven poor souls from all over including 2 from Philoppines, an Argibargy, 2 Kiwis, 1 
from Switzerland, a lone Pommy and the rest Frogs!. The females got more than their share of the 
water, thankfully!

RUN OFFENSES...Dr Fucking Jekyel gets Tumble  Dryer in as she managed the walk ok but went tits
up as soon as she got back to the laager! He then calls in Bobby Socks for coming back into the laager 
on the back of Fungus's motorbike! He then calls me in. I forgot what for but Bollox wrote in my note 
book that it was for paedophilia and frequent masterbation! (not too wrong there!) Blue Harlot calls in 
Bobby Socks and noted that he did not look too good but this was mainly due to living in Grimsby and 
stuffing his face with fish and chips most days! Swollen Colon in next and said that he too did not look 
that good but that was down to all the whores in South America! No Hope calls in WTFIA and the 
young black Frenchman Virgin. He asks WTFIA just why this black man was wearing his 400 Run shirt
as a Virgin...no answer (I think!) WTFIA stayed in and called for Swollen Colon and gave him back a 
HHH sign which he had left 3 weeks ago as Hare! Mr Fister calls in Wat-A-Rat as on the top of the hill 
W-A-R goes left then right but just where was the pink paper...Hash Horn? Bollox gets in Bobby Socks
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as he had forgot to pick up his luggage at the airport and set off a terrorist alert ! Na Hee Man in next 
and calls for the Hares..he now tries to speak French...why did we not run around the Dam instead of 
up those fucking hills? Bobby Socks calls in Mr Fister and Tequlia Slapper to tell the story as BS and 
TS was walking back on the Run inward trail Mr F was running down and pushed BS out of the way 
(more like a gentle nudge!)...but he couldn't get up again! Joxymoron gets in Butt Plug and his family 
from NZ, who he had told them to come to the Hash....he also told them to each buy NEW 
SHOES!...drink it down down ! 

STEWARD...Gay Ray... calls in Dr FJ, Billy No Mates, Counter Fucker and Tumble Dryer as they all 
went to skool together in the South West. The teacher asks to use the word in a sentence..fascinate Dr 
FJ says he saw his sister getting dressed in the bedroom and it was fascinating ..no, not right, what 
about you Counter Fucker..I looked at the books on the top shelf in the paper shop and it was 
fascinating..no not right..Billy No Mates said I know Miss ..Tumble Dryer came to skool in a shirt with
10 buttons on but as her tits were so big she could only fasen-ate! He then calls for Thai girls in with 
Tumble Dryer and tells them about Mistletoe..and shows them and asks what does Thai girls and 
Mistletoe have in common?  They are both parasites! Next in comes Vomit Bomber and the all the 
French girls and asks what does a basket ball team and French girls have in common? They only 
shower after four periods!..Next all the French men and asks what is the difference between toast and a 
Frenchman? You can make solders out of toast! He keeps in WHFIA and Kiss My Ring and says he 
went to France some time ago and went into a local bakery and those two were the bakers. WTFIA 
came out and showed him how he made the buns by putting it under his arm to squeeze it flat..you dirty
bastard, says Gar Ray...that's nothing says WTFIA you want to see how my mate gets the hole in the 
ring doughnut! Great spot Gay R, thanks for that!

NEW MEMBERS..Sue from Aussie is now ICE
LICKER and Sabrina has to wait for her Hash name!

HASH MUSIC....Bollox comes in a bit on the dark
side so he sings the Hash anthem and tries to teach the
GM the words to no avail ! Sorry it was a bit late
Bollox but thanks!

IMPROV...Clitt Zippers mate from The US (Joey Lee)
gave us a few minutes of his humour..now he is a bit on
the large size and tells us can't run, can't walk but he
can drink!. Well done, good spot and thanks! 

HARES in.. Now JC as the Run Master and shit house
pan seat holder tried to give me Hash Shit for singing
but I pointed out ,as a point of order,  that as JC was
holder he could not as Run Master reassign the HASH
SHIT seat...So he kept it and Good Run was called..The
GM closed the last circle of 2015! 

ON ON, Not Cleaver
See you all NEXT YEAR!


